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Introduction

The design studio has been the preferred environment to support creative, social and artefact-centred design education and practice (Crowther, 2013, Howarth, 2013). While corporate design studios become increasingly connected across locations, design education becomes progressively augmented with virtual learning environments (Broadfoot and Bennet, 2003, Robbie and Zeeng, 2012, Jones, 2013, Lotz et al, 2015).

Virtual and blended studios differ from traditional physical environments in significant ways. With designers working at a distance, the people, resources, and objects of design are not
physically co-located, which poses particular challenges but also offers some unique benefits. Designing at a distance leads to an increased need for communication. Managing expectations and motivations through social interactions as well as the conception, sharing and implementation of designs can be a challenge. New opportunities arise through distributed expertise and product development. New forms of user engagement and skills development may change the way designers work. This conversation is going to tackle the question:

_How can we best support learners in virtual design studios?_

**The session at DRS2016**

The workshop "Virtual and blended design studio" at [#drs2016](http://example.com/drs2016) asked participants to engage in a little design challenge with a remote partner. The aim was to experience the difficulties students and professionals might face when working in virtual design studios.

After a very short introduction to the topic, participants pooled into two groups. We asked participants to engage in a little design challenge with a remote partner. Aim was to experience the difficulties students and professionals might face when working in virtual design studios.

The groups consisted of each one remote partner and 2 local designers (Figure 1). The remote partner had started with a sketch addressing the task to design a fun toy for a baby (6m+). One remote partner uploaded the sketch to virtual studio – OpenDesignStudio (Lotz et al, 2015) (Figure 1). The other remote partner shared her idea with the group by holding up a sketch to her camera.
The local workshop participants had to develop the idea further in discussion with the remote partner (30 min). The groups developed physical prototypes. (Figure 2a and b). Participants had a variety of tools for thinking at their disposal. Sheets of paper and pens, Inspiration cards, Play dough and Lego pieces and whatever they could find in the room.
Then we switched remote partners. Baby Daniel was invited to test the toy in front of the new remote partner (Figure 3a and b). The local team then presented the design to the new remote partner and received a critique of the design (20 min) (Figure 4 and 5). After this short experiment all participants were invited to reflect on the experience especially considering the challenges of remote and blended designing in a plenary session (20 min).

Figure 3a (left): Daniel tests prototype by group 2, 3b (right): Daniel tests prototype by group 1.

Figure 4: Remote critique of group 2's design
In-session reflection of experience, challenges and best practice

During the closing plenary discussion, the session organiser noted down challenges and best practice identified by the groups in a ‘cloud’ on the social networking site Cloudworks (http://cloudworks.ac.uk/cloud/view/10060).

These were the participants’ reflections:

- One immediate challenge identified was sharing and communicating sensory experiences when designing with the remote partner. Verbal description of the experience of the design prototype are limiting. There is a need to facilitate developing empathy.

- It would be desirable if both parties had a local version of the prototype. There is a need to provide the same materials for prototyping or send over files for printing.

- The camera seemed in a wrong angle to make a true connection with local partners, (that was what the remote partner felt, not the local partner). The local partners felt more being in the same space with the remote partner by holding up the screen. The remote partner could see more with a fish eye lenses.

- A challenge of the workshop format was not knowing what was the goal. In 'real' design situation one would discuss more before making quick prototypes.
• The task was not well defined, so roles of the participants could not be defined easily. It was argued that this might reflect real design situations. There are also roles and hierarchies in virtual studios.

• Framing the design problem remotely is a real challenge. Different cultures (national, discipline, company) do it differently, they might have different expectations on how well the problem is framed beforehand.

• One has to work out spontaneously what can be done in the specific virtual setting, for example how to arrange turn taking, or how to improve the clarity of communication. When drawings are ambiguous, simplify them, but show the simplification process, not just the end result.

• The remote partner found that seeing the thought process when presenting not the result improved the understanding of the idea immensely.

Conclusion
The online documentation helped to generate immediate and long-term engagement beyond the session itself. As of december 2016, it received 140 views, extending an already on-going conversation on best practice in design studios and design pedagogy.

While the session had a fairly small number of participants, it was still experienced as fast-paced. It might be worth either reserving more time or in fact limiting such sessions to a small number of participants. The fast pace also means that the real-time reflection remains fragmented and a more in-depth reflection after the session would be desirable. A recording of the design process would be useful to support this. To facilitate access to reviewing the process, a segmented and annotated timeline would help. Design critique could then be held via a video blog.
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